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Executive Summary
BCIT’s Institute of Sustainability and Corporate Services Department asked the Capstone student team
to investigate different possible food service ware (FSW) options for their facilities, including more
sustainable single-use and reusable items. The goal of this report is to aid BCIT Food Services,
Operations, and the Sustainability Department in making an informed decision regarding their
procurement practices based on an analysis of financial, environmental, and operational considerations.
In order to gather this information, the team conducted secondary research, key informant interviews,
surveys and observational research. The key findings from this research are outlined below.
Policy and Environmental Motivations for Pursuing Sustainable FSW
The provincial and federal governments are likely to introduce policies that regulate or ban single-use
items (SUIs) in the coming years. Keeping ahead of these upcoming policies will position BCIT among
leaders in sustainability and ensure they are prepared for when these policies are implemented.
Furthermore, the research shows that SUIs of all materials have a significant environmental impact,
indicating that BCIT should prioritize reusable options as much as possible. If they continue to provide
SUIs, BCIT must find fibre-based compostable options that are free of chemicals and are fully
compostable in Metro Vancouver facilities.
Trends and Best Practices Regarding Reusable Food Service Wares
The Capstone Team spoke to a variety of businesses and post-secondary institutions to gain insight
into how they incorporated both reusable dine-in and take-out FSW into their procurement practices.
We found that these institutions faced challenges associated with costs, logistics, uptake, shrinkage,
pushback from franchises, and COVID-19. However, they were able to create successful reusable
programs by incorporating the following key factors: piloting the programs before full implementation,
using pre-existing dishwashers and staff, keeping some SUIs on hand (out of sight and for a fee), and
by promoting the programs with active communication. All of the institutions we interviewed
experienced positive feedback about their programs and have witnessed significant reductions in waste
levels after introducing them; some have also seen decreased costs.
Patron Preferences and Behavior
The Capstone Team also conducted observational research and surveys at the SE2 cafeteria in order to
develop an understanding of patron preferences and behaviour regarding reusables. During our
observational research, we found that there was a fairly equal split between patrons choosing to dinein and take their food to go, which indicates that there is a market for both dine-in and take-out
reusable FSW at SE2. During our surveys, we found that 85% of patrons who were surveyed strongly
agree or agree with transitioning to reusables and that around 75% of patrons could be swayed to
choose reusables by a fee or discount. This suggests that patrons would be receptive to the addition of
reusable dishware at SE2.
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Costs and Benefits
Our cost-benefit analysis estimates the initial costs of transitioning to reusable dine-in dishware and
take-away containers to be between $27,000 - $51,500, depending on choices such as the type of
dishware purchased. The annual operational costs are much larger than these initial costs. To minimize
these added costs, we recommend BCIT coordinate closely with food service providers. Our analysis
shows that BCIT can recapture these costs through savings on SUI’s and waste management, new fees
on SUIs, and a minor price increase on all meals. Other benefits of making the transition to reusables
include: decreasing environmental impact by reducing waste, emissions, and ecological footprint
associated with SUI’s; aligning with student values and enhancing their campus experience; becoming
a leader among post-secondary institutions and aligning Food Services with BCIT’s sustainability goals.
Feasibility
The Capstone team believes that incorporating reusable dishware into BCIT’s FSW procurement
strategy is feasible and advisable regardless of the financial costs and operational challenges that will
likely arise for the following reasons: staying ahead of forthcoming SUI policies is smart business;
reusables are the most environmentally sustainable choice; other institutions and businesses have
shown this transition to be successful; there is a receptive market for both reusable dine-in and takeout FSW at BCIT; and, increased costs associated with introducing reusables at SE2 could be
recaptured through fees and reduced waste management costs.
Recommendations
Dine-in dishware: We recommend that BCIT implement a dine-in dishware program and incorporate
following elements to encourage uptake:
● pilot or slowly roll out reusable dishware program and scale up once issues are addressed;
● make dine-in the default option so that patrons have to request an SUI if they require one;
● invest in educating patrons, staff and franchisees early on to increase uptake and decrease
pushback.

Container Share: We recommend that BCIT also implement a container share program with the

following elements:
● a membership/token model with a refundable $5 fee to minimize shrinkage;
● a discount of $0.25 for using the container share or a $0.25 fee on SUI containers (or both if
financially viable).

Mug Share: We recommend that BCIT look further into implementing a mug sharing program. This
could be a secondary initiative in conjunction with container share at SE2 and Rix Cafe, or an
expansion after successful container share roll-out.

Single-Use Items:
●
●
●

keep all SUIs out of sight and only provide them for patrons upon request;
implement a minimum $0.25 fee for all SUIs;
look further into fibre-based compostable options, obtain LCAs from prospective suppliers and
verify that these products are compostable in Metro Vancouver’s waste facilities.
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Glossary Of Key Terms
Single-Use Item (SUI): “products and packaging that we throw out after only one use.”1
Food Service Ware (FSW): any single-use or reusable item used in the consumption of food from a
commercial food service provider including plates, bowls, cups, mugs, utensils, take-away containers,
and straws.
Shrinkage Rate: a measure of percentage of inventory lost due to breakage, misplacement or theft.2
Life-Cycle Analysis (LCA): “a method used to evaluate the environmental impact of a product
through its life cycle encompassing extraction and processing of the raw materials, manufacturing,
distribution, use, recycling, and final disposal.”3
Biodegradable vs Compostable: these terms are often used interchangeably, which can be very
confusing. The term biodegradable refers to any material that “breaks down and decomposes in the
environment” including those that “take several years to break down and in some cases... leave toxic
waste behind.”4 Compostable goods are made of organic matter that can fully break down and have
many beneficial uses at the end of life, including “fertilizing and improving soil health… Importantly,
compostable items don’t leave toxic residue behind.”5 These are both different from Certified
Compostable goods, which are defined and discussed in the Environmental Impacts and Life-Cycle
Analyses section of this report.
Bioplastic/Bio-Based Plastics: There is no single definition of these items, because they are so new
and can be composed of a variety of different materials, all with varying abilities/capacities to compost
or biodegrade. Bio-Based/bioplastic products are products that would typically be made with nonrenewable resources, such as petroleum, but instead are partially or wholly made with a renewable
equivalent, such as corn starch or sugar cane.6 Unfortunately, the impacts of these materials are rarely
clear, and they are not compostable within Metro Vancouver’s facilities.7
Recyclable: A product made of materials that can be broken down, recovered, and then used to form
new products.8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/You-and-your-home/Live-sustainably/Single-use-items
https://www.bernardmarr.com/default.asp?contentID=879
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/life-cycle-analysis
https://www.naturespath.com/en-ca/blog/whats-difference-biodegradable-compostable/
https://www.naturespath.com/en-ca/blog/whats-difference-biodegradable-compostable/
https://www.european-bioplastics.org/bioplastics/
https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/single-use-items.aspx
https://www.terracycle.com/en-US/pages/definitions
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Introduction
Single-use items (SUIs) are energy intensive to produce and burdensome on waste streams.
According to the City of Vancouver, “nearly 50% of all garbage collected from public waste bins
[in Vancouver] is take-out containers and disposable cups.” 9 The toxicity of landfills and the
resource extraction for new materials are hazardous to the environment and contribute to
greenhouse gas emissions that exacerbate climate change. SUIs also contaminate recycling and
composting initiatives, which compromises sustainable waste management practices.
BCIT serves thousands of students in their food service locations every week, and thus sees the
impact of the vast number of SUIs that move through their facilities on a daily basis. They
currently use a combination of recyclable plastic, bioplastic, and fiber-based compostable food
service ware (FSW). BCIT has seven long term aspirational sustainability goals, including
becoming greenhouse gas neutral and achieving zero waste.10
This Capstone report was developed in collaboration with the British Columbia Institute of
Technology’s (BCIT) Sustainability and Corporate Services Departments to help further their
sustainability goals, specifically with regards to the FSW procurement practices of their food
service locations. They recently made rushed procurement decisions that were intended to
decrease their environmental impacts. However, there is much ambiguity surrounding the
environmental impacts of reusable and single-use dishware; while BCIT thought they had made
the right decision, they later found out that the items they selected were more harmful for the
environment. BCIT emphasizes making well researched purchasing decisions that support ecoindustrial networking, using full cost accounting and life cycle assessment for purchasing,
construction, and maintenance, among others.11
In order to clarify any ambiguity, BCIT sought the services of a Capstone student team in
BCIT’s Sustainable Business Leadership Advanced Certificate Program to investigate different
possible FSW options for their facilities, including more sustainable single-use and reusable
items. They requested assistance to clarify the environmental, financial, and operational factors
of each possibility to inform them on which scenario would best fit with BCIT's food service
needs and desire to reduce their impact.

https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/single-use-items.aspx
https://www.bcit.ca/sustainability/about/goals/zerowaste.shtml
11 https://www.bcit.ca/sustainability/about/goals/zerowaste.shtml
9

10
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This report outlines our Capstone team’s research process, results, and recommendations for
BCIT’s FSW procurement and management strategy moving forward. First, we explain our
methodology, which involved secondary research, key informant interviews, observational
research and surveys. Second, we present our results, explaining policy context, the life cycles
of various reusable and single-use dishware alternatives, the trends and best practices of other
institutions as well as the preferences of BCIT Food Service patrons. Then, based on our
results, we provide a cost benefit and feasibility analysis of BCIT transitioning to various FSW
options. Finally, we provide recommendations for how BCIT could proceed with their FSW
procurement.
Goal Statement: Our goal is to aid BCIT Food Services, Operations, and the Sustainability
Department in making an informed decision regarding their procurement practices based on an
analysis of financial, environmental, and operational considerations.
Objectives:
1. Understand the best practices, challenges and lessons learned by other businesses and
academic institutions who have transitioned to reusables
2. Understand the policy context and cultural demand as it relates to SUIs
3. Determine the context, constraints and opportunities of transitioning to reusables at
Chartwell food services at BCIT
4. Determine the feasibility of and provide a cost benefit analysis of the transition to
reusables, considering any material financial, environmental, or operational factors
5. Prepare both a high-level professional report and a user-friendly project summary that
highlights findings and recommendations for a general audience
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In Scope
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews with other businesses and institutions that are making or have made a similar
transition
Analysis of environmental impact of single-use items, while assessing compostability in
the Greater Vancouver area
Analysis of environmental impact of reusable items
o Water use and effects of dishwashing chemicals
Shrinkage/cost of replacing stolen items
Cost of hiring additional staff to wash reusable items
Assess potential for stand-alone quick service operations to utilize satellite dishwashing
facilities
Analysis of container share models
Assess potential for implementing a mug share program at the cafe
Cost analysis of each alternative
Assess potential to expand to other food service locations on campus if determined
feasible at SE2 and the Rix Cafe in SE2

Out of Scope
•
•
•

A lifecycle analysis of each alternative
o May be done by environmental engineering class or other outside sources
Food service locations other than SE2 and the Rix Cafe in SE6 (in terms of conducting
primary research)
Marketing recommendations
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Methodology
The team chose to conduct both primary and secondary research to answer our research
questions. We are aware that we came into the project favouring reusables as the most
desirable option due to the fact that we all favour sustainability over operational and financial
considerations. However, we took steps to avoid incorporating our personal biases into the
report by presenting all data neutrally, regardless of whether it supported our personal
viewpoints.

SECONDARY RESEARCH
The Capstone Team began the project with secondary research and compiled a literature review
in order to provide a foundation of knowledge, identify key gaps, and to inform our primary
research.
The secondary research delved into five key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the problem space surrounding the production, use and disposal of SUIs;
the current policy context regarding SUIs in the region, Province and Canada;
trends and best practices of other post-secondary institutions;
zero waste plans and best practices of businesses; and
environmental impacts and relevant Life-Cycle Analyses (LCAs) on SUIs.

The team identified gaps in the literature, which became the foundation of our primary research
questions.

PRIMARY RESEARCH
After examining the literature on the topics listed above, we identified the following information
gaps to be pursued with primary research:
●
●
●
●
●
●

What happens to SUIs when they enter the compost and recycling streams in Metro
Vancouver?
Are there new SUI policies being implemented that will impact BCIT in the near future?
What are the financial costs versus savings of transitioning to reusables?
What are the environmental impacts of reusable programs?
What kind of changes in energy, water and chemical use have other institutions seen
after transitioning to reusables?
What makes reusable dishware programs at other post-secondary institutions and
businesses successful?
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What challenges do other post-secondary institutions and businesses face while
transitioning to reusables, and how do they address those challenges?
How do staff, patrons, and communities react to the transition to reusables?

We selected multiple methods for our primary research phase. The team interviewed other
post-secondary institutions, businesses, local sustainability experts and key informants;
observed the behaviour of food service patrons; and conducted surveys on said patrons.

Interviews
The team interviewed businesses and post-secondary institutions that have transitioned their
food services to reusable dine-in and/or takeout container programs. The goal of these
interviews was to develop an understanding of the trends and best practices involved in making
the transition to reusables as well as the outcomes and challenges involved. Interviewees were
asked a semi-structured set of questions about the environmental impacts of transitioning to
reusables or fibre-based alternatives; the costs involved in making this kind of transition; the
successes and challenges they experienced; whether they required any additional staff or
infrastructure; and how reusables have been received by patrons, staff, and their communities.
The team interviewed representatives from the following post-secondary institutions and
businesses:
●
●
●
●
●

The University of British Columbia (UBC)
Capilano University (CapU)
Simon Fraser University (SFU)
The University of Waterloo (UW)
Yorkdale Mall

●
●
●
●

Gomae Meals
Mugshare
TableArt
Chartwells

The team also conducted interviews with experts and key informants from Recycling Alternatives and
Metro Vancouver. These interviews offered insight into the problem space regarding SUIs and how
they are handled at the end of life as well as the policy context surrounding SUIs in BC.
We chose a conversational interview format for this phase of our research, because it allowed us to ask
standardized questions while also tailoring the research to each institution’s and expert’s unique
circumstances. A full list of interview subjects can be found in Appendix A, and a full list of interview
questions can be found in Appendix B.
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Patron Observations
We observed the behaviour of patrons of BCIT food services in order to investigate how they use the
facilities, specifically, how many people dine-in the SE2 cafeteria seating area versus how many take
their food to go.
The team conducted 2 one-hour observational sessions on different dates/times at the BCIT cafeteria
(SE2). The first session took place on Monday, February 3, 2020, from 12:30-1:30pm, and the second
session took place on Tuesday, February 25th from 10:15-11:15am. During these sessions, the team
counted the number of patrons who stayed to eat their meals in the cafeteria and the number that
took their meals to go. We only counted patrons who had purchased food at the SE2 cafeteria and not
those who had brought their own food into SE2. We recorded where each patron sat to eat after
exiting the cashier line. We counted patrons as ‘Dine-In’ if they sat at any of the cafeteria-style tables
within SE2 and counted patrons as ‘Take-Out’ if they exited that area to eat their meal. We did not
consider patrons to be dining in if they took their meals to the lounge-style area just outside of SE2.
However, we did count the number of patrons who ate in the adjacent lounge area during our second
observational session, because we noticed that the number was fairly significant, and it is feasible to
use dine-in reusables in this area.
We collected this data to help determine the effectiveness of a potential reusable dishware program; if
a significant portion of patrons stayed to eat their food at SE2, reusable dine-in dishware would be
useful. If significantly more patrons took their food to go, reusable dine-in dishware might be less
useful, but reusable take-out containers could be effective.

Surveys
The team surveyed 40 random patrons of the BCIT cafeteria (SE2) from 10:15am-12:15pm on
Tuesday, February 25, 2020, about their opinions on transitioning to reusable dishware and containers.
The team approached patrons who had purchased food at SE2 and were sitting in the dining area at
random, asked our survey questions verbally, and then recorded the answers on questionnaire sheets.
We chose to conduct in-person rather than online surveys, because it allowed us to capture the
opinions of people who we know dine at that location. Additionally, our clients advised us to administer
surveys in person, because they believed patrons would be more responsive to this method. The team
acknowledges that this in-person conversational format may have led respondents to adjust their
answers due to social pressures. However, we decided it was worth the risk to use this method to
capture an accurate sample of SE2 patrons. These surveys offer insight into how stakeholders may
receive a transition to reusable dine-in and take-out dishware as well as what kind of fee structure
would be best encourage them to choose reusables. A full list of survey questions can be found in
Appendix C.
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Results
In this section, we begin by outlining the current municipal, provincial, and federal policy context in
which BCIT is situated. Then, we present an overview of research on FSW (food service ware)
environmental impacts and life cycle analyses to help determine which products are the best choice
from an environmental standpoint. With this information, we then discuss possible reusable dine-in and
take-away FSW options and then examine best practices at other institutions, including the various
advantages and challenges to different practices. Finally, we provide the findings from our surveys and
observations of BCIT food service patrons regarding FSW options and dining preferences.

SINGLE-USE ITEM AND WASTE POLICIES
The Capstone Team researched the current government policies and regulations regarding waste and
SUIs, as well as projected policy changes moving forward, to understand the potential impact of policy
on BCIT’s FSW procurement strategies. The team analyzed municipal, provincial, and federal policies,
as well as shifts in SUI policy due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Lower Mainland
The City of Burnaby (where BCIT’s main campus is located) has introduced “suggested actions” for
how to reduce waste;12 however, they cannot legally introduce their own regulations that restrict the
use of SUIs without approval from the province (as outlined in the Local Government Act 13). Given this
legal structure, it is unlikely that the City of Burnaby, or other local municipalities in which
BCIT operates, will introduce SUI policies that would impact BCIT’s dishware procurement
practices.

British Columbia
The province of BC does not currently have any restrictions in place on SUIs. However,
they have shown interest in moving in this direction. 14 The province spent the Summer and
early Fall of 2019 conducting public engagement on ways to decrease plastic pollution, including a
possible ban on single-use plastic packaging.15 No bans have been implemented yet, but it is
reasonable to assume that they are coming. Such bans would impact BCIT’s Burnaby campus dishware
procurement strategies, as they currently procure single-use plastic items.

p.32 https://www.burnaby.ca/Assets/city+services/policies+projects+and+initiatives/environment/Approved+ES
S.pdf
13 http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/r15001_14#section557
14 https://cleanbc.gov.bc.ca/plastics
15 https://cleanbc.gov.bc.ca/app/uploads/sites/436/2019/08/CleanBC_PlasticsActionPlan_ConsultationPaper_0725
2019_B.pdf
12
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Canada
In June 2019, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced that the Government of Canada
plans on banning harmful single-use plastics as early as 2021. This includes items such as
cutlery, plates, straws, stir sticks and plastic bags,16 most of which would impact BCIT’s food service
operations. The phrase “as early as 2021” is not concrete, but it does indicate that the federal
government is moving towards a ban on SUIs. This commitment to banning single-use plastics also
indicates that the government may implement regulations on other SUIs in the future.

Impacts of COVID-19 on SUI Policy
The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the use of reusable dishware and container
programs and policies. For the duration of the pandemic, food providers and restaurants have
provided to-go meals in almost exclusively single-use packaging. Further, businesses are
not allowed to use customer-provided reusable items during the crisis, which undermines
reusable container programs. In an interview, a staff member in Campus Sustainability at UBC
discussed how the need to provide entirely SUIs during the pandemic completely undermines the fee
for single-use cups and makes it impossible to reduce SUIs during this time.17
Some businesses, such as NADA and the Soap Dispensary, have switched from allowing Bring-YouOwn-Container models to providing customers with reusable containers by deposit.18 19 In this reusable
model, the business is responsible for providing, collecting, and re-sanitizing the containers as per
COVID-19 health standards. These circumstances indicate that food service providers may always
need SUIs on-hand in the case of emergencies, but also that even in a crisis like the
COVID-19 pandemic, reusables in some capacities are still possible. After the crisis passes,
reusable meal-service is expected to return to normal, which indicates that reusables are still a highly
feasible option.

https://pm.gc.ca/en/news/news-releases/2019/06/10/canada-ban-harmful-single-use-plastics-and-hold-companiesresponsible
17 Interview with UBC
18 https://www.nadagrocery.com/blog/
19 https://www.thesoapdispensary.com/pages/updates
16
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Policy Conclusions
While the City of Burnaby is unlikely to introduce policies that limit or ban the use of SUIs in food
service, both the provincial and federal governments may implement SUI regulations in the near
future. This means BCIT may be required by law to improve the sustainability of their SUI
procurement within the coming years. However, the emergence of COVID-19 has impacted the
implementation of SUI regulation and programs by forcing businesses to continue using SUIs in their
take-away food service or adapt their reusable programs to comply with health policies. Given this
new reality, BCIT may always need to have some SUIs on hand, and/or an emergency plan for their
reusable programs. While there are no external regulations in place, it is up to BCIT to decide how
best to proceed with their FSW procurement, and it makes business sense to stay ahead of policy.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSES
To help our clients understand how to best reduce their environmental impact, the project team
researched the life cycle impacts of different single-use and reusable food service wares (FSWs).
Lifecycle analyses (LCAs) assess the environmental impact of a product over its entire life cycle, from
resource acquisition to end-of-life disposal. The team examined utensils, dine-in plates and bowls,
take-away containers, cups, and mugs, to aid BCIT in their procurement decisions moving forward.
Disclaimer: LCAs can be useful for understanding the environmental impacts of different products,
but they come with many assumptions and limitations. Their findings can be sensitive to single
variables, such as user behaviour, recycling rate, geographic location, or other factors. Thus, LCA as
a framework should be used comparatively, and absolute findings should not be taken in isolation.
An LCA can be a useful tool for understanding the environmental trade-offs between different
products, but cannot necessarily confirm the environmental impact of a product on its own.

Single-Use Items (SUIs)
The following section outlines the environmental impacts of biobased, compostable, and recyclable
SUIs based on LCA research. Our analysis relies heavily on a study conducted by the State of Oregon’s
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), who completed a comprehensive literature review of
dozens of LCAs that compare hundreds of single-use FSWs. Key Findings and implications for BCIT as
gathered from the DEQ’s LCA reviews and other LCAs are highlighted below.
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SUI Compostability Certification
There are two primary organizations that certify the compostability of FSW products: the
Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) based in the United States, 20 and the Bureau de Normalisation
du Québec (BNQ) based in Canada.21 For products to receive either certification, they must be fully
biodegradable in an industrial composter within 180 days and cannot contain intentionally-added
fluorinated chemicals.22, 23 While these certifications are useful, they can also be misleading
in BCIT’s context. The industrial composter in Metro Vancouver only has a cycle of 45
days;24 thus, many BPI or BNQ certified compostable products cannot be processed in
the Lower Mainland’s facilities.
Biobased plastics have the greatest environmental impact in almost all impact areas,
including greenhouse gas emissions during resource extraction and manufacturing, global warming
potential, human and eco toxicity, acidification, among others25. They are resource-intensive to
produce and, even if they are certified compostable, industrial composting facilities in Metro Vancouver
cannot or will not process them, because they take more than 45 days to fully degrade. 26 While these
items seem like a step in the right direction because they are made with renewable resources, their
environmental impact is great, and they are most often sent to the landfill or contaminate other waste
streams (such as recycling).
Implication for BCIT: biobased/bioplastics are poor choices in all circumstances.
Compostable products (products that are certified compostable), even with proper end-oflife treatment, have a significant environmental impact, though they are still BCIT’s best
choice of SUI. When composted, they lose much of their value and must be mixed with ample foodbased products to produce usable soil.27 Additionally, fibre-based compostable containers require leak
and grease-proof treatment to maintain their structural integrity while containing food. Most commonly,
they are either soaked in polyfluoroalkyl (PFAs), or lined with polylactic acid (PLA). PFAs are toxic
chemicals that linger forever in the environment and also accumulate in the human body quickly.28
Consequently, the chemical can increase soil toxicity and have adverse health effects. Both the BNQ
and BPI have changed their certification requirements,29 but chemicals are still added to most
https://www.bpiworld.org/
https://www.bnq.qc.ca/en/
22 https://www.bpiworld.org/Fluorinated-Chemicals
23 http://www.nzwc.ca/focus/design/Documents/NZWCReportCertificationAcceptance.pdf
24 https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/single-use-items.aspx
25 https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/biobased.pdf
26 ibid.
27 https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/compostable.pdf
28https://www.cleanproduction.org/images/ee_images/uploads/resources/PFAS_Procurement_Guide_Aug2018.pdf
29 https://bpiworld.org/Fluorinated-Chemicals
20
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containers and the environmental and health implications of these “less dangerous” chemicals remain
unknown. One researcher found that even traces of these substances could potentially be harmful.30
PLA lining is a biobased plastic lining, which as discussed above, is not truly compostable in BCIT’s
context.
Despite these concerns, a representative from Waste Management at Metro Vancouver emphasized
that, while all SUIs have their downsides, compostable products are a lesser evil because they are
made with 100% renewable materials and can fully break down at the end of life. This makes
compostables more desirable than plastic, as plastic remains in the environment forever. 31 However,
one still needs to choose compostables carefully.
Implication for BCIT: should BCIT choose to continue offering compostable SUIs, they will need to find
single-use fibre-based containers that do not contain PFAs or PLA, and ensure that their SUI choice is
truly compostable in Metro Vancouver’s facilities. Potential alternatives are outlined at the end of this
section.
Recyclables are more environmentally sustainable in some categories than both biobased
and compostable products given their higher value retention when recycled, but are still
not an ideal choice. Recyclable containers must be clean and uncontaminated by food residue in
order to be recycled; this is challenging in the food service context in which customers put their used
containers straight into a recycle bin, often without cleaning them first. 32 Paper recyclables, such as
paper cups, are recyclable only when uncontaminated with food residue, but cannot be recycled once
used and are only compostable if they are unlined (which is very uncommon for beverage cups). Plastic
recyclables are made with petroleum, a non-renewable resource, and may be banned by the provincial
or federal governments (as outlined in the Policy Section of Results) in the near future. These factors
indicate that recyclable SUIs are not a promising choice. The one exception to this is cold drink cups.
BCIT currently uses Eco-Products’ compostable plastic cold cups, which, as we have discussed, are not
actually compostable. In this case, a recyclable cup would be a better choice than a bioplastic one.
Implication for BCIT: recyclables are not a good choice unless the choice is between bioplastics and
regular plastics. In this case, BCIT should choose regular plastic.

https://thecounter.org/pfas-forever-chemicals-sweetgreen-chipotle-compostable-biodegradable-bowls/
Interview with representative from Metro Vancouver
32 https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/recyclable.pdf
30
31
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Key Takeaways for SUIs

33
34
35
36

●

An informed decision on FSW procurement cannot be based solely on labels such as
“biobased, compostable, or recyclable.” 33 Each category of SUI varies in its environmental
impact based on resources used, the manufacturing process, and end-of-life disposal. The only
way to know which options are the best choice is to examine the LCAs of prospective FSWs,
understand how those products would be disposed of given facilities available, and implement
measures to ensure products enter the proper waste streams.

●

The most promising compostable SUIs include unlined fibre-based containers, or
paper take-away boxes lined with either EnShield34 or FlexShield.35
○

Unlined fibre-based take-away boxes may be a viable option as long as they
are chemical-free and BCIT verifies that Metro Vancouver’s facilities can
actually compost them. As outlined above, while harmful chemicals have been
banned, most fibre-based containers still contain chemicals that potentially have adverse
environmental and health impacts.36 BCIT can consult with other institutions to see what
products they use, but it is important to note that some institutions (such as UBC) have
their own composter on site and can thus process some compostable products that
Metro Vancouver’s facilities cannot (see Appendix G for an unlined fibre-based clamshell
example).

○

EnShield and FlexShield are water-based grease-proof linings that are PFA
and PLA-free. We recommend that BCIT look further into these options,
because if these containers can compost fully within Metro Vancouver’s required
timeframe of 45 days, they could be a promising choice for BCIT. BCIT will need to
confirm with Fold-Pak and Metro Vancouver composting facilities before making a final
decision. Fold-Pak produces fibre-based containers that are lined with FlexShield, made
with recycled content, and certified compostable by the BNQ (see Appendix H for FoldPak example).

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/compostable.pdf
https://www.westrock.com/products/paperboard/enshield-paperboard
https://www.cascades-sonoco.com/coatings-lamination/flexshield
https://thecounter.org/pfas-forever-chemicals-sweetgreen-chipotle-compostable-biodegradable-bowls/
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Reusable Items
To understand the environmental impact of reusable FSWs, we consulted the DEQ’s research along
with other LCAs on reusable items.37 Pro.mo, a single-use plastic manufacturer, released an LCA of
plastic, bioplastic, compostable, and ceramic dishes and cups and found that ceramics and glass
reusables had a significantly smaller environmental impact than the comparable SUIs (see figures 1
and 2).38 Not shown in the graphs, the only category in which reusables have a worse environmental
impact is in water use, which can be mitigated with efficient washing and sanitation practices.39 While
these graphs represent just one LCA study, they reflect the general findings of the other literature that
the team analyzed. This evidence suggests that using reusables as much as possible will be the
best way for BCIT to reduce their environmental impact from FSWs.

Figure 1. Comparison of LCAs for polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), polylactic acid (PLA),
cellulose pulp, and ceramic dishes

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/mm/production/Pages/Materials-Attributes.aspx
“In the charts... the results obtained for each impact category are shown in comparative terms. The relative proportions are
given in percentage terms: in each impact category, the solution having the largest environmental impact is assigned a value
of 100% and the impacts of the remaining options are quantified proportionately.” (p. 3) https://pro-mo.it/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/1.-Executive-Summary-of-the-Comparative-Life-Cycle-Assessm
ent-LCA-study-of-tableware-for-alimentary-use.pdf
39 https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/reusable-fsw.pdf
37
38
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Figure 2. Comparison of LCAs for PP, PS, PLA, coated paper, and glass cups

Table 1. Number of Reuses That Make a Reusable more Sustainable than the SUI Equivalent
Single-Use Item

Reusable Equivalent

# of reuses at which the
reusable option is the more
sustainable choice

Paper Cup

Ceramic Mug

200-30040

Paper Cup

Travel Mug

50041

PLA Plastic Plate

Ceramic Plate/Bowl

5042

Fibre-Based To-Go Container

Plastic To-Go Container

1543

40
41
42
43

https://www.recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca/sites/default/files/documents/acv-tasses-cafe-resume-english.pdf
https://www.recyc-quebec.gouv.qc.ca/sites/default/files/documents/acv-tasses-cafe-resume-english.pdf
Broca (2008) and (Harnoto 2013) as cited in https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/reusable-fsw.pdf
https://nature.berkeley.edu/classes/es196/projects/2013final/HarnotoM_2013.pdf
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Table 1 shows multiple LCA studies that have found that reusable FSWs, when reused a certain
number of times, outperform SUIs in terms of environmental sustainability.44
The team was unable to find adequate research to assess the environmental impacts of melamine.
Yorkdale Mall uses melamine and recommended it to BCIT for its durability and ability to be ground up
at the end-of-life; however, there is also research that questions the recyclability of melamine as well
as its toxicity.45 If BCIT would like to use melamine FSW, they should verify its potential environmental
and health impacts before procuring it.

Conclusions on LCAs and Environmental Impact
LCA studies on cups, dishware, take-away containers, plates, and cutlery generally favour reusables
over SUIs when combined with moderate reuse rates and efforts to minimize water and energy use
when washing. The research shows that SUIs of all materials have significant negative environmental
impacts, which further indicates the importance of prioritizing reusables. In order to minimize their
environmental impact, BCIT will want to minimize their use of SUIs as much as possible and will also
need to find a SUI option that is truly compostable and does not contain harmful chemicals.

REUSABLE PROGRAMS
Reusable Dine-in Dishware
Trends and Best Practices of Businesses and Post-Secondary Institutions
After examining the problem space, policy context, and LCAs of different dishware options, the
Capstone Team focused their research efforts on understanding the trends and best practices of
reusable dine-in programs at comparable institutions to BCIT. We reached out to other post-secondary
institutions and businesses who have already incorporated reusables into their food services to gather
advice and insight regarding the success factors as well as challenges they encountered in this process.
The team conducted interviews with representatives from Yorkdale Mall, UBC and SFU, and further
researched Forks Market. We then conducted a thematic analysis to pull out key themes from this
interview data, which are highlighted in the Key Interview Finding section. Table 2 highlights the key
aspects of the reusable dine-in programs.

44
45

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/FilterDocs/reusable-fsw.pdf
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/chemical-substances/fact-sheets/chemicals-glance/melamine.html
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Table 2. Reusable Dine-in Program Descriptions
Business/
Institution
Yorkdale Mall46

Type of
Dining Area
47

“Dine on 3”
Food Court

Key Aspects
Custom designed reusable plates, bowls,
glasses and cutlery
Transitioned to reusables when they
renovated the mall in 2012

University of
British
Columbia48 49 50

3 Main
Dining Halls

Each dining hall features reusable dishware
and serves approximately 3500 meals per
day
Zero waste foodware strategy includes: fees
for SUIs, purchasing SUIs made of more
sustainable materials, and improved signage
and recycling bins

Motivating Factors
Elevate guest experience,
minimize impact on the
environment, and
improve profit margins
To “reduce the
generation of waste,
primarily through
procurement changes and
reuse systems”
Maintain reputation of
leadership in
sustainability

Simon Fraser
University51

Mackenzie
Cafe (food
court style
location) and
some
franchises

“Re-Use for Good” initiative
Four Key Elements:
● Improving campus infrastructure
(such as adding more dishwashers)
● Providing more reusable alternatives
● Raising awareness about the
impacts of single-use plastics and
products
● Reducing unnecessary single-use
disposables on campus

Reduce impact on the
environment by
decreasing use of SUIs

Forks Market,
Winnipeg52 53 54

Food Hall, a
mixed use
meeting
place

Replaced disposable cups, plates, cutlery
and containers with 4,500 ceramic plates,
bowls, glassware and stainless steel
silverware.

Produce “zero garbage,
zero carbon emissions,
and zero water waste.”

https://www.foodserviceandhospitality.com/yorkdale-opens-upscale-food-court/
Interview with Yorkdale Mall
48 Interview with UBC
49 https://planning.ubc.ca/sustainability/sustainability-action-plans/zero-waste-action-plan/zero-waste-foodware-strategy
50 https://planning.ubc.ca/sites/default/files/2020-01/UBC%20Zero%20Waste%20Food%20Ware%20Strategy.pdf
51 https://www.sfu.ca/sustainability/projects/reuse.html
52 https://www.theforks.com/about/the-forks
53 https://www.theforks.com/blog/282/earth-day-today-every-day-at-the-forks
54 https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/environmental-sustainability-forks-winnipeg-dishes-1.5169186
46
47
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Key Interview Findings
Program Development Success Factors
Throughout our interview process, the team found a variety of factors that contributed to the success
of reusable dine-in programs. Most of our interview subjects already had the facilities in place for
washing prep and cooking equipment; they indicated that access to industrial dishwashing
facilities was a key success factor for a reusable program.
A representative from Table Art, the provider for dishware at Yorkdale Mall and many other food courts
across Canada, believes that melamine is the best material for food court settings, as
alternatives, such as bamboo, simply cannot hold up to extensive commercial use and ceramics break
easily. They claim that melamine is dishwasher safe, durable, and can be ground down at the end-oflife and used as a filler for plastics and wood composites.55 According to a representative at Yorkdale
Mall, their melamine dishware has lasted more than 6 years.
Removal of public garbage bins was another commonality between the businesses we examined. A
couple of our interviewees implemented waste sorting areas where staff, rather than
customers, are required to sort waste; this eliminated the possibility of contamination in the
recycling and compost streams.56 57
Creating an elevated experience through design of the space was identified as a success factor by
multiple interview subjects. A pleasant atmosphere encourages diners to stay to eat their meals and
therefore increases the utility of reusables. One institution has created a desirable ambiance by
incorporating music, TVs, fireplaces and charging stations into the dining area, making it feel more like
a cafe. Another interviewee claimed that offering reusable dishware creates an atmosphere that
encourages customers to dine-in, which increases dwell time and spending.
When looking into other institutions and businesses, we noticed many of them use reusables in
parallel with SUIs and container share programs, both for accessibility and operational reasons
(such as a dishwasher breakdown). However, they used fees on SUIs as a way to encourage patrons
to shift towards reusables. They also offered dine-in as the default option to further discourage
patrons from using SUIs. Finally, the use of active communication that encourages behaviour
change was also an important factor in the success of the reusable dishware model for other
institutions.58

55
56
57
58

https://livegreen.recyclebank.com/column/because-you-asked/what-s-better-melamine-or-disposable-dishware
https://sustainable.oxfordproperties.com/2018-ca/buildings.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/environmental-sustainability-forks-winnipeg-dishes-1.5169186
https://planning.ubc.ca/sites/default/files/2020-01/UBC%20Zero%20Waste%20Food%20Ware%20Strategy.pdf
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Challenges
The most common challenges regarding reusable dishware included shrinkage and the upfront costs
of transitioning to reusable dishware. Interviewees claimed that high shrinkage rates were due to
attractive appearance of dishes and students taking meals to their dorm rooms. Getting franchisees
to agree to transition to reusables also came up as a challenge; one business found that they
couldn’t fully eliminate plastic due to pushback from vendors who were concerned about costs.
Interestingly, breakage did not seem to be an issue for many of our interview subjects as they were
using primarily melamine dishware, which is very durable.
Impacts and Outcomes
Our interview subjects have been able to reduce their environmental impacts while lowering
costs and receiving mostly positive feedback from the public. One interviewee was able to
reduce overall waste by 85% by transitioning to reusables,59 and despite serving commonly wasteintensive foods, they reduced the number of garbage bags they used by 97.5%. 60
One business that serves an average of 4,000 customers daily, expects to reduce their dishware waste
by 35% by transitioning to reusables. This would save them $12,000 annually by reducing the number
of items that would otherwise need to be hauled to waste management facilities. Additionally, to lower
their carbon footprint, they compost all organic waste on-site, which saves them $35,000 per year and
eliminates the GHG emissions from waste hauling trucks.61
Finally, some interviewees experienced resistance from franchises and tenants whose rent or costs
increased due to purchasing reusable dishware. However, they are confident that vendors will see
savings, because they no longer need to frequently place bulk orders of SUIs.62

Conclusions on Dine-in Dishware
While there were challenges, such as upfront costs, shrinkage rates, and franchisee pushback, the
businesses and institutions that we examined have been able to transition to dine-in reusables
successfully thanks to some key factors. These success factors included access to dishwashing
facilities, pleasant atmosphere, and offering dine-in as the default option. It appears that all of the
post-secondary institutions and businesses have been able to reduce their environmental impact and
some have seen cost reductions as a result of the transition to reusables. This information indicates
that incorporating reusable dine-in dishware into procurement practices at SE2 should be feasible.
59
60
61
62

https://yorkdale.com/green-program/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/food-court-eliminates-garbage-bags-1.4779706
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/environmental-sustainability-forks-winnipeg-dishes-1.5169186
ibid.
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Container Share Programs
The Capstone team also explored how BCIT might adopt reusable containers for take-out food and
beverages. We examined the most popular container share models and how other universities and
businesses have incorporated them into their food services. We also gathered feedback and advice
from representatives of those institutions that will aid BCIT in creating a program that suits their needs
and context.

Table 3. Container Share Models
Model

Membership/Token
Model63

Membership
Fee
$4-$10
Most
common:$5
(refundable or
nonrefundable
based on
institution’s
preference)

Container
Circulation
Method
Receive ‘token’
of membership
(e.g. card,
carabiner, credit
on student ID)
Exchange token
for clean
container at
cashier
Exchange dirty
container for
token or
refunded fee at
cashier

Pros

Fee creates sense of
accountability for
container64
Fee means program
participants pay for
cost of container
shrinkage (rather than
this cost falling on the
institution)
Refundable models
create a financial
incentive to return
containers → low
shrinkage rates
(30%)65

Cons

Increased upfront costs from
purchasing tokens
Ongoing cost of replacing lost
tokens
In non-refundable fee
model, no financial incentive
to return container at end of
the year → high annual
shrinkage rates (up to
100%)66 → increased
ongoing costs of replacing
containers
Less convenient to return
containers (only at cashier)

*table continues on next page

P.16-17 SFU Report (Jancso, A., Han, C., Studnička, J., Wahlmeier, M., & Mertens, N. (n.d.). Analysis and recommendations
for reusable to-go containers: Created for SFU sustainability office.)
64 https://blog.get-melamine.com/implementing-eco-takeouts-program-colleges-universities
65 Interview with Mugshare (identical method of circulation but with mugs instead of containers)
66 Interview with Waterloo
63
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HonestyBased
Model67

No fee

Take a container
from cafeteria
area (no token
exchange)
Containers are
not tracked
Drop dirty
container in
collection bin
(number and
locations of bins
set based on
preference of
institution)

OZZI Box
Model68 69

Approx $5
(refundable or
nonrefundable
based on
institution’s
preference)

05/20/2020

Low barriers to joining (no
fee), which could increase
uptake
Lower upfront costs than
membership/token model
and OZZI box model
(don’t have to purchase
tokens or machine)
Lesser workload for
cashiers (don’t have to
exchange containers)
More convenient for
participants to return
containers (if collection
bins are all over campus)

Receive token or
credit on
student ID for
joining program

Increased convenience for
users (drop containers at
any OZZI box machine
location)

Exchange
token/swipe
card for clean
container at
cashier

Less work for cashiers
(don’t have to exchange
dirty containers)

Exchange dirty
container for
token at OZZI
Box machine

Fee creates financial
incentive to return
container
Fee means program
participants help pay for
cost of container
shrinkage (rather than this
cost falling on the
institution)

No financial incentive to
return container → high
shrinkage rates (75100%)→ increased ongoing
costs of replacing containers
Cost of replacing containers
falls fully on institution
(because no fee for
membership)
Dirty containers must be
collected frequently - failure
to do so leads to
mouldy/stained containers
Increased workload on
janitorial staff (collecting
containers)
Cost of machines is
$12,000, which does not
include cost of containers
The machine does not clean
containers, so dirty containers
must be collected frequently failure to do so leads to
mouldy/stained containers
In non-refundable fee model,
there is no financial incentive
to return container at end of
school year → high annual
shrinkage rates → increased
ongoing costs of replacing
containers

P.21-22 SFU Report
https://planetozzi.com/assets/pdf/ozzi-new-presentation.pdf
69 https://www.facilities.vt.edu/content/dam/facilities_vt_edu/sustainability/green-rfps/proposals-by-year/2014-20
15-green-rfps/ozzi-machines-for-reusable-to-go.pdf
67
68
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Which Model is Best?
There are pros and cons of all container share models, namely uptake, costs, and shrinkage rates.
However, active communication can help address both uptake and shrinkage rates. Our team believes
that a Membership/Token Model with a refundable deposit system is the best model for
BCIT. The fee for membership can help institutions minimize the cost of replacing containers; if a
patron loses/breaks/steals a container in this model, the institution can use the income gained from the
membership fee to replace it. The refundable fee also creates a financial incentive for participants to
return containers, which has been proven to lead to significantly lower shrinkage rates.70 Decreased
shrinkage also minimizes the financial and environmental impacts of the program, because it reduces
the volume of unnecessary waste. While Honesty-Based Models don’t require institutions to purchase
‘tokens’, container shrinkage in this model is very high (75-100%)71 72 and cannot be recaptured
through fees, so this model can be very expensive and very wasteful. The upfront cost of the OZZI Box
machines is also very high ($12,000), which depending on BCIT’s budget, could rule it out as an option
entirely. For these reasons, the team believes that an Membership/Token Model with a refundable fee
is the best option for BCIT.
Trends and Best Practices of Other Institutions
The team interviewed representatives from UBC, CapU, SFU, UW, Gomae Meals, and Mugshare to
understand container share best practices. We then conducted a thematic analysis to pull out key
themes from this interview data, which are highlighted in the Key Interview Finding section.
Descriptions of these programs can be found on the following page in Table 4. We did not interview
any institutions that use an OZZI Box model, so it is not included in the table below. See Appendix D
for data that SFU students collected on container share programs at other institutions (including
examples of institutions that use OZZI Boxes).

70
71
72

Interview with Mugshare
Interview with SFU
Interview with CapU
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Table 4. Reusable Container Share Program Descriptions
Post-Secondary Institution
or Business

Where is it
Offered?

Container
Share Model

Fee

Financial
Incentives/
Disincentives

Shrinkage
Rate

UBC:
Green2Go73

3 food court
style locations
(each serve
3500 meals per
day)

Membership/
Token Model
(token is
carabiner)

Refundable $5
for upper year
students

$0.20 discount

We were unable
to obtain this
information

Salad Bar

Honesty Model
(5 collection
stations)

Free

None

100% in 9
months

SFU: GoGreen
Container77 78

Mackenzie Cafe
(main food
court style
location) +
some
franchises

Honesty Model
(23 collection
stations)

Free

None

75% in 7
months

UW: EcoContainer79

The 3 Main
Residence Halls

Membership/
Token Model
(token is
carabiner)

Non-refundable
$5

$0.20 discount

100% annually

Delivers meals
to 200
Vancouver
households
weekly

Honesty Model

Free

None

74

CapU:
Greetainer75

76

80

Gomae Meals
(a meal prep
delivery
business)81 82

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

First year
students
automatically
enrolled for free

$0.25 fee for
SUIs (planned
increase to
$0.50 in Jan
2021)

We recommend
that BCIT follow
up

$0.30 fee on
SUIs
Don’t track

https://food.ubc.ca/green2go/
Interview with UBC
http://www.capilanocourier.com/2018/01/22/capu-works-reusable-container-program/
Interview with CapU
http://www.sfu.ca/sustainability/projects/gogreen.html
Interview with SFU
https://uwaterloo.ca/food-services/eco-container
Interview with UW
https://gomaemealprep.com/
Interview with Gomae Meals
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Key Interview Findings
Program Development Success Factors
Most of the institutions that we looked into chose to start on a small scale or with a pilot
program, which allowed them to test and develop their program and fee structure before scaling up.
Some introduced a limited number of containers into circulation at first or started in one small dining
area to test the system. They monitored for issues, checked-in often with operations staff, and tracked
breakage and shrinkage to establish a baseline for wider roll-out. They then made adjustments, such
as getting containers embossed with logos and return instructions to reduce shrinkage or adjusting the
container collection system and the number and positions of collection locations.
The post-secondary institutions and businesses that we interviewed tried to work within their
current systems without hiring additional staff or installing additional infrastructure. It was
often noted that having pre-existing infrastructure, such as dishwashing facilities, was important for a
smooth implementation process. Additionally, many institutions mentioned that a key success factor for
a container share program is support from staff, because they are the ones who carry-out the dayto-day operations of a container share program (giving out, collecting, and sanitizing containers).
Most of our interviewees did not recommend eliminating SUIs completely. It is important for
them to have a backup of single-use containers in case a dishwasher breaks. Instead, they
recommended taking steps to make SUIs less desirable, such as introducing a fee or keeping
single-use containers out of sight, so patrons have to specifically request them.
We found that many institutions use one of the Eco-Takeouts containers from GET.83 GET offers a
variety of sizes and types of containers. Images of the Eco-Takeouts containers can be found in
Appendix E.
Finally, the representative from Waterloo shared that they were able to cut the costs of buying
containers and ‘tokens’ (carabiners) in half by bulk purchasing them with other universities in
Ontario.

83

https://get-melamine.com/collection/eco-takeouts
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Challenges
Our interviewees identified a variety of challenges, citing adoption and uptake by patrons as one of
the most difficult obstacles.
Keeping track of containers and maintaining container inventory was also an ongoing issue for
many of our interviewees. Shrinkage rates for container share programs vary from 10-100%.84 85 The
programs with the highest shrinkage rates are honesty-based systems and programs in which
the membership fee was non-refundable. 86 87 In a Membership/Token Model, the cost of
shrinkage is put on the consumer, whereas in an honesty-based model the cost of shrinkage is fully
taken on by the institution.
Finally, COVID-19 came up as a concern in later interviews. Many container-share programs are on
hold at the moment for this reason. The virus may also impact future patrons’ desire to participate in
container share programs due to increased fears of shared items. However, this could be addressed
through increased safety measures and program adjustments, which other reusable container
dependent businesses have successfully made during this time.88 89
Impacts and Outcomes
Our interviewees reported waste diversion levels from 3,500-30,000 SUI containers per year, and all of
the institutions claimed that the programs were effective in reducing waste levels.90 91 92
Each interviewee has received positive feedback and support for their program. However, some
institutions faced pushback from staff/franchisees due to the fact that additional work related to a
container share program was not outlined in their initial contracts.93
Advice for BCIT
All of the institutions that the team interviewed recommended that BCIT incorporate a container share
program into their dishware procurement practices. Many interviewees, including BCIT’s Chartwells
liaison, recommended keeping a 3:1 ratio container inventory. This ratio means that for every 1
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

https://blog.get-melamine.com/implementing-eco-takeouts-program-colleges-universities
Interview with UW
Interview with SFU
Interview with UW
https://www.nadagrocery.com/blog/
https://www.thesoapdispensary.com/pages/updates
Interview with SFU
Interview with CapU
Interview with UW
Interview with CapU
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container being used, 1 should be in the wash and 1 should be in storage, so 3 containers should be
purchased for every 1 in use.94 95 Most interviewees recommended adding a fee for SUIs to increase
uptake of the program, and if a refundable deposit system is being used, emphasizing that the
container share program is the ‘free’ option.96 97 Many also advised that implementation of a container
share program is far easier in food service locations that already have the appropriate infrastructure
(dishwashers, storage) and staff. Finally, interviewees recommended educating patrons early on in
order to increase program uptake.98

Conclusions on Container Share
The container share programs that our team examined have been able to confront challenges they
have experienced by incorporating the following key success factors: piloting the program before full
implementation, working within current systems, keeping some SUIs on hand (out of sight and for a
fee), and educating patrons about the program early on. All of our interviewees have experienced
positive feedback about their programs and have witnessed significant reductions in waste levels
after introducing them. Our team believes that a Membership/Token Model with a refundable deposit
would lead to the most success at BCIT. The refundable deposit creates a financial incentive to
return containers, which greatly decreases issues of shrinkage,99 and the fee for membership would
help BCIT replace any containers that are lost or stolen. The decreased shrinkage rate also means
that this model would have a more positive impact on the environment.

Mug Sharing Programs
Mug sharing programs allow beverage service providers and consumers to decrease their waste by
offering reusable mugs that are returned to participating retailers after use, sanitized, and then reused
by another customer. There are two businesses providing this service in Vancouver: Mugshare and
Cuppy. Mugshare has partnered with 22 coffee shops, including at UBC, and charges a refundable $5
deposit per mug.100 101 102 The refundable deposit has successfully kept their shrinkage rates quite low
(30%).103 Cuppy offers a membership fee of $5 per year.104 Customers use Cuppy as many times as
P.13 SFU Student Report
https://blog.get-melamine.com/implementing-eco-takeouts-program-colleges-universities
96 Interview with UBC
97 Interview with Gomae Meals
98 Interview with SFU
99 Interview with Mugshare
100 recently increased from $2, because they are currently upgrading their mugs
101 https://www.mugshare.ca/how-it-works
102 Interview with Mugshare
103 (this number is likely inflated due to the unusually high breakage rates they have been experiencing) Source: Interview
with Mugshare
104https://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/new-vancouver-mug-sharing-programs-offer-fix-for-takeout-waste/
94
95
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they want but cannot take more than 2 cups at a time.105 A mug sharing program could be introduced
at SE2 and Rix Cafe in conjunction with a container share program as an additional method of
decreasing BCIT’s waste levels.
Four mug share Success Factors:106
1. A Point Of Sale (POS) system
2. Access to a dishwasher
3. Baristas and managers who are supportive and willing to champion the program
4. Making the mug sharing program just as easy for customers to use as taking a single-use cup

PATRON PREFERENCES AND BEHAVIOUR CONCERNING REUSABLES
The team conducted observational research and surveys of patrons at the SE2 cafeteria in order to
develop an understanding of their preferences and behaviour, with the intention of using this
information to determine if and how a transition to reusables is feasible.

Observation Results
The team’s observational research focused on whether patrons who purchased meals at SE2 stayed to
eat in the cafeteria or took their food to go, which is an indicator of the utility of introducing reusable
food service ware (FSW). If no patrons stayed to eat their meals in the SE2 dining area, there would be
no reason to introduce reusable dine-in FSW, but reusable containers might still be useful. However, if
a large portion of patrons ate their meals in the cafeteria, it would be a good indicator of the utility of
dine-in FSW.

Figure 3. Number of Dine-In vs. Take-out Patrons at SE2
105
106

https://www.cuppy.ca/why-cupshare
Interview with Mugshare Representative
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There is a fairly equal split between patrons choosing to dine-in and take-out their food. This indicates
that there would be a market for both dine-in and take-out FSW at SE2.
The team noted two additional facts during the observation sessions:
●

●

During the first observational session, the cafeteria was quite full, so quite a few patrons took
their food to go after unsuccessfully searching for a place to eat, which could indicate a need
for additional seating within SE2.
During the second observational session, 21 patrons who were counted as “Take-Out” actually
sat in the lounge area directly beside the SE2 dining area. This could indicate an even stronger
case for dine-in reusables, as they could be used in this large adjacent area as well.

Survey Results
To develop an understanding of patron preferences and attitudes towards reusable dishware, the team
surveyed 40 patrons eating meals in the main seating area of SE2 on February 25, 2020. Key findings
are highlighted in the charts below (with full results in Appendix F).

Strongly Disagree
Strongly Agree

Figure 4. Survey question: How often do you eat
at BCIT’s Food Service locations?

Figure 5. Survey Question: Would you agree or
disagree with switching to reusables?
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Figure 6. Patron Yes or No Responses to Survey Questions 4-12 by Percentage

Key Takeaways from Survey Results
●
●

●
●

●

85% of patrons who were surveyed strongly agree or agree with transitioning to
reusables, which suggests that incorporating reusable dishware would be successful at SE2.
After saying that they would use a container share program, many patrons said ‘yes’ they would
prefer a compostable container, which suggests that BCIT Food Services should keep both
reusable containers, and some compostable alternatives on hand for the time being.
However, most patrons claimed they could be swayed to choose a reusable dishware
alternative by a fee or discount.
It is important to communicate any future changes to FSW procurement and offerings
widely and clearly to students, as very few respondents had heard of the March 16th
change to single-use fees.
50% of respondents claimed that they would use a mug sharing program, which indicates that
there is also a market for this kind of program. However, it might be wise to start with reusable
dishes before moving towards reusable mugs.

Results from both our observational research and surveys indicate that reusables would be useful
and well received by patrons.
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Analysis
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
This section presents an analysis of the costs and savings of transitioning to reusable FSW and fibrebased SUI’s, and the key benefits of this transition. The goal of this analysis is to articulate the most
important factors affecting costs and savings, the likely ranges of those factors and their relative
influence, and to set BCIT up for success as they prepare a business case for this transition.
Based on our primary and secondary research, we created a cost analysis model to compare the
estimated capital (initial), operating (annual), and life-cycle costs and savings of four dishware
alternatives:
●
●
●
●

Baseline: a baseline of plastic SUI’s;
Option 1: a switch to all fibre-based SUI’s;
Option 2: fibre-based SUI’s and introduction of reusable dishware and cutlery;
Option 3: fibre-based SUI’s, introduction of reusable dishware and cutlery, as well as a reusable
take-away container program.

The full list of inputs, results and calculations can be found in Appendix I. The analysis presented here
is based on an average of 1500 patrons per day, and assumed a 50/50 split between dine-in and takeaway.

Costs
Initial Costs
The initial costs for transitioning to reusable food service ware (FSW) are the initial purchase of plates,
bowls, cutlery, and reusable containers.
Our analysis found the initial capital costs range from $27,000 to $51,500. For the
purposes of further analysis, we estimate the initial capital cost of transitioning to
reusable FSW to be $34,500. This analysis does not include additional capital costs for upgrading
dishwashing facilities, because the cafeteria at SE2 already has dishwashing facilities that the team
assumes to be adequate. If further study were to find this to be necessary, those cost estimates could
be added to those presented in this report.
The unit costs of reusable FSW vary significantly, depending on the type of material, aesthetics,
customization, and market factors. The current unit costs of reusable FSW are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Unit Costs of Reusable Food Service Ware
Reusable Item

Cost Range ($ / unit)

BCIT Reusables estimate for
Cost-Benefit Analysis ($ / unit)

Plates and Bowls

$3.00 - $7.00

$4.00

Cutlery

$0.45 - $0.70

$0.65

Take-away Containers

$4.00 - $7.00

$6.50

Estimates of initial capital costs were created by multiplying the unit costs in Table 5 by assumed initial
stocking factors, such as having at least three plates or bowls on hand for every daily patron.107

Operating Costs
The operating costs include the cost of purchasing SUI’s, handling and washing reusables, replacing
lost or broken reusables, and any new fees or discounts applied to food purchases.
The handling and washing costs of reusable FSW are perhaps the most important variable
in the cost-benefit analysis. It will be important to minimize this cost wherever practical.
These costs are significantly higher than the initial capital costs and the cost of replacing reusable FSW.
The handling and washing costs represent the labour of collecting, washing, drying, distributing, and
managing reusables. They also include the water, electricity, and chemicals used in the dishwashing
process. For the purposes of this analysis, all of these factors are combined into a single cost per
patron per day.
In the figures below, we show the impact that handling and washing costs, fees on SUIs, and a minor
price increase on all meals would have on operating costs. The added operating costs associated with
introducing reusables can be partially offset by no longer needing to purchase as many SUIs. To
increase savings, new fees can be introduced on SUI’s. If BCIT wanted to recapture more of this cost,
they could increase the price of meals for all patrons by a small amount. Our analysis shows that these
changes can partially or fully recover the increased costs of fibre-based SUI’s and reusable FSW.

107

As suggested by BCIT Chartwells Liaison
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Figure 7. Chart of annual operating costs, assuming 10% uptake of reusable containers in option 3
Figure 7 shows the impact of handling and washing costs (ranging from $0.25/dish to $1.00/dish) on
total annual operating costs, for different options of reusable FSW, compared to the baseline.

Figure 8. Chart of annual operating costs, assuming 100% uptake of reusable containers in option 3.
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Figure 8 is similar to Figure 7, but with 100% uptake of reusable containers in Option 3 (rather than
10% uptake). While this level of uptake is difficult to achieve, it shows the savings possible when the
costs of SUI containers are avoided entirely through the introduction of reusable take-away containers.

Figure 9. Chart of annual operating savings, assuming low dishwashing costs ($0.25/dish) and SUI fees
($0.25/container and $0.15/cutlery)
Figure 9 shows that with low costs for handling and washing of reusable FSW, the introduction of a fee
for fibre-based containers and cutlery (included in Option 2 and 3, not Option 1) was enough to create
significant annual savings compared to the baseline.

Figure 10. Chart of annual operating savings, assuming high dishwashing costs ($1/dish), SUI fees
($0.25/container and $0.15/cutlery) and a $0.30 price increase on all meals.
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Figure 10 shows that even with high costs for handling and washing of reusable FSW, the above-noted
SUI fees, plus a $0.30 price increase on all meals, was enough to create some annual savings, or at
least cost neutrality, compared to the baseline.

Figure 11. Chart showing how the costs of reusables could be recaptured through savings and new
fees/price increases
Figure 11 shows the relative sizes of new costs, savings, and fees in the transition to reusables. It
captures the worst-case cost ($1/dish) for handling and washing reusable dishware, and how this could
be recaptured through savings, new SUI fees ($0.25/item for fibre-based containers, $0.15/item for
fibre-based cutlery), and a new price increase on all meals ($0.30/meal). As noted above, if the cost of
handling and washing reusables were less, then fees could be reduced or even eliminated while still
creating an overall cost savings from the baseline.
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Other Considerations
The estimates provided above do not include potential savings from reduced hauling costs for waste
management. Extrapolating from the experience of one business based on patrons served per day, we
can estimate savings of $4,500 annually.108 However, the true savings will depend greatly on BCIT’s
actual waste management costs.
The estimates provided do not include cups or mugs, however the analysis suggests that their inclusion
could further increase annual savings.

Net-Present Value
For each of the scenarios discussed under Operating Costs, we also calculated the net-present value of
10 years of operations. This calculation assumed a cost escalation rate of 1% and a discount rate of
3%. These rates are at the low end of what is commonly used for such analysis in an attempt to reflect
the current recession and future recovery period. For the scenarios presented in Figures 9 and 10,
Options 2 and 3 had positive 10-year net present values ranging from $68,000 to $392,000.

Conclusions on Costs
The transition to reusable FSW and fibre-based SUI’s comes with additional upfront and operational
costs. Our analysis found the initial costs of purchasing reusable dishware and containers to be in the
range of $27,000 - $51,500. For this analysis we estimated the cost to be approximately $34,500.
The annual operating costs are significantly larger than these initial costs, with the cost of handling
and washing dishware being the most important. BCIT should investigate this further with food
service providers like Chartwells as they prepare a business case for the transition to reusables. We
found that the costs of operating food service with reusable dishware and take-away containers can
be recaptured through savings on SUI’s and waste management, fees on SUIs, and by adding a
$0.30 price increase to all meals. Introducing fees helps to reflect the true cost of food service to the
patron and also creates an opportunity to incentivize the use of reusables.

108

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/environmental-sustainability-forks-winnipeg-dishes-1.5169186
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Benefits
Our research and analysis has identified many benefits of transitioning to reusable FSW that balance
out the costs detailed above; these are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Key Benefits of Transitioning to Reusable FSW
Key Benefit

Reduce Costs

Description of Benefits
•
•

Increase
Sustainability

•
•
•

Enhance
Student
Experience

●
●

Become a
Leader

●
●

Long-term savings from reduced purchasing of SUI’s and reduced costs
associated with waste management
Modest fees for SUI’s and a modest price increase on meals allow for cost
recovery while reflecting the true cost of food service and SUI’s
Advance BCIT’s sustainability goals
Reduce SUI’s by an estimated 605,000 items annually
Reduce solid waste, resource consumption, ecotoxicity, and greenhouse gas
emissions associated with SUI’s
Align with student values on sustainability and demand for reusable FSW options
Create an elevated dining experience, which is associated with increased sales
and decreased demand for SUIs
Become a leader among post-secondary institutions and align Food Services with
BCIT sustainability goals
Stay ahead of government policy and future regulation on SUI’s
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FEASIBILITY OF REUSABLES & CONTAINER SHARE
Although, there will be financial costs and operational challenges to address, incorporating
reusable FSW into BCIT’s procurement strategy is feasible and advisable for the following
key reasons:
●

Staying ahead of forthcoming SUI policies is smart business. Single-use items have
reached a cultural tipping point that will continue to pressure governments to act at all levels.
The provincial and federal governments are likely to introduce policies that regulate or ban SUIs
in the coming years. Keeping ahead of these upcoming policies will position BCIT among
leaders in sustainability and ensure they are prepared for when these policies are implemented.

●

Reusables are the most environmentally sustainable choice when paired with
adequate product reuse and efficient dishwashing and sanitation practices. BCIT will
want to prioritize reusable dishware programs moving forward. Should BCIT choose to continue
providing SUIs, they will need to find fibre-based products that do not contain PLA or harmful
chemicals, and verify that they are compostable in Metro Vancouver’s facilities.

●

Other comparable institutions and businesses have shown this transition to be
possible and successful and have recommended their programs to BCIT. The
Capstone team looked into a variety of operational challenges that were faced by other
institutions, all of which were overcome by incorporating the success factors outlined in this
report. A more detailed examination of these challenges was beyond the scope of the project. If
this is an ongoing concern for BCIT, we recommend they make a list of key concerns and
contact representatives of local post-secondary institutions to understand how to best address
them. The team does not believe that any operational challenges are so great that they would
inhibit the feasibility of reusables at BCIT, because they have access to all of the necessary
facilities and tools identified by other institutions as success factors.

●

There is a receptive market for both reusable dine-in and take-out dishware at BCIT.
Over half of the SE2 food service patrons stay in the cafeteria or just outside in the lounge area
to eat their meals. Additionally, 85% of the surveyed BCIT food service patrons claim that they
would be supportive of the incorporation of reusables at SE2.

●

Increased costs associated with introducing reusables at SE2 could be recaptured
through fees and reduced waste management costs.
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Recommendations
DINE-IN DISHWARE
We recommend that BCIT implement a dine-in dishware program with the following
elements in order to minimize costs and encourage patrons usage:
●

pilot or slowly roll out reusable dishware program and scale up once issues are addressed;

●

use high quality materials for the dishware, such as melamine or ceramic, to ensure durability,
though environmental impacts need to be confirmed;

●

make dine-in the default option so that patrons have to request an SUI if they require one;

●

invest in educating patrons, staff and franchisees early on to increase uptake and decrease
pushback;
o

Look into SHIFT framework for additional messaging tools and interventions that
effectively encourage behaviour change, foster habit formation, and make reusables the
social norm (consider attending one of the Share Reuse Repair Initiative’s workshops on
how to effectively use the SHIFT tools)

o

Utilize BCIT Marketing students to create engaging marketing materials

●

choose simple and unbranded reusable FSW to reduce theft and shrinkage rates;

●

create a pleasant atmosphere to encourage patrons to dine in on reusables.

CONTAINER AND MUG SHARE
In order to ensure a smooth and successful container share implementation process, we
recommend that BCIT follow the guidelines listed above. We also recommend that they
employ:
●

a membership/token model with a refundable $5 fee to minimize shrinkage;

●

carabiners as the token as patrons are less likely to lose them;

●

bulk purchasing containers and tokens with other universities to lower costs;

●

a discount of $0.25 for using the container share or a $0.25 fee on SUI containers (or both if
financially viable);

●

plastic GET containers embossed with instructions on how to return them.

●

Finally, we recommend that BCIT look further into implementing a mug sharing program
alongside or after a successful container share rollout. BCIT should interview Mugshare and
Cuppy to determine which best suits their needs.
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SUI TAKEAWAY CONTAINERS
We highly recommend that BCIT take measures to reduce SUI usage as much as possible
in their facilities. Limiting SUIs of all kinds in the long-term will reduce BCIT’s environmental impact
and further their institutional sustainability goals. To minimize SUI use, we recommend that BCIT:
●

have SUIs on hand in case of emergencies (i.e. pandemic, dishwasher breaking down) and for
people who need them for accessibility reasons;

●

keep all SUIs out of sight and only provide them for patrons upon request;

●

implement a minimum $0.25 fee for all SUIs;109

●

look further into fibre-based compostable options, obtain LCAs from prospective suppliers and
verify that these products are compostable in Metro Vancouver’s waste facilities;

●

stop procuring bioplastic products altogether as they are not compostable or recyclable within
Metro Vancouver, and have significantly worse environmental impacts than any other option.

Next Steps
● Start off by introducing reusable dine-in dishware first, then container share, and finally a
mug sharing program (after looking further into feasibility at BCIT)
● For reusable dine-in:
○ reach out to suppliers to obtain pricing and detailed information regarding
environmental impacts of each option
● For reusable container share:
○ follow up with UBC to obtain shrinkage rates
○ contact other local universities to enquire about bulk purchasing containers as a group
○ contact GET to find out which container best suits BCIT’s needs
● For mug share:
○ conduct a more in depth feasibility analysis of mug sharing at BCIT
○ reach out to representatives from Mugshare and Cuppy to determine which one best
suits BCIT’s needs
● For single-use items:
○ procure untreated, unlined, fully fibre-based SUIs as a backup for reusables
○ obtain information on environmental impacts of all items, and verify that the items
BCIT chooses can fully break down in Metro Vancouver’s facilities

The City of Vancouver is planning to introduce a mandatory $0.25 fee in January 2021 for disposable cups. While this
bylaw does not apply directly to BCIT’s Burnaby campus, introducing a similarly priced fee will show BCIT is at least on par
with local regulations. Source: https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/single-use-items.aspx
109
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Conclusion
By incorporating reusables and more sustainable SUIs into their procurement practices, BCIT has the
opportunity to further their sustainability goals. The Capstone Team has determined that these
programs are operationally and financially feasible and would significantly reduce their environmental
impact. Additionally, other institutions with reusable FSW programs have strongly recommended BCIT
adopt similar practices. Introducing such a program would align BCIT with student values, ensure that
they stay ahead of forthcoming SUI policies, and put them on the map as an institutional sustainability
leader.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Interview Subjects
Post-Secondary Institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•

UBC Sustainability - Bud Fraser
UBC Purchasing Manager - Victoria Wakefield
Capilano University Sustainability Manager - William Demopoulos
Simon Fraser University Ancillary Services & Manager of Dining Services Projects - Simon Tse
Simon Fraser University Campus Sustainability Program Coordinator - Marina Van Driel
University of Waterloo Food Services - Micaela Kelly

Businesses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yorkdale Mall Representative - Daniela Agnoletto
Dishware, Table Art - Walter Lowry
Chartwells - Mebs Lalani
Mugshare - Melanie Chanona
Recycling Alternative - Louise Schwartz
Gomae Meals - Kenton Jarvie

Government
•

Metro Vancouver - Andrew Marr
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Appendix B: Interview Questions
Post-Secondary Institutions/Businesses
General
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

What percentage of your food service patrons stay to eat?
What was the upfront financial cost of transitioning to reusables?
Did you run a pilot program before transitioning?
How have your operational costs changed since you changed your dishware procurement
strategies?
o Labour costs
o Infrastructure implementation
o Utility costs
o Costs related to shrinkage
o Cost of disposal of non-reusables
o Unexpected costs
What is the shrinkage rate of your reusable items?
o Do you have problems with theft/breakage?
How have your environmental impacts changed since you changed your dishware procurement
strategies?
o Do you track carbon emissions?
o Have you noticed changes in water use?
o Have you noticed changes in chemical use?
o How much waste have you diverted?
o Do you have LCAs for your dishware?
What type of reusable dishware do you use, if any?
o Material
o Brands
o Would they recommend we choose the same ones?
o Are chopsticks a part of your reusable items?
How often do you/do you plan to replace your dishware?
How have patrons received the change in your dishware procurement strategies?
Was there pushback from staff, students, and/or the community?
Is there anything you would have done differently or are hoping to change in terms of your
dishware procurement strategies?
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Container Share
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

What percentage of the people using the food services participate in the container share
program?
What was your process for transitioning to the container share program?
o Did you need to hire additional staff?
o Did you need to install additional facilities or equipment(bin)?
o How many drop off bins do you have across campus?
What was the upfront cost of transitioning to the container share program?
How do you collect and clean container share containers?
What were the greatest challenges for implementing the program?
What are the greatest challenges of continuing the program?
Is the container share program effective?
o in reducing waste
o are you satisfied with uptake
How have patrons received the container share program?
Was there pushback from staff, students, and/or the community?
Would you recommend the container share program to BCIT? Why or why not?
Is there anything you would have done differently or are hoping to change in terms of your
container share program?
Did you do a pilot project before implementing the container share program?
Do you have suggestions of people that you think we should talk to?

Government
●

●
●
●
●

●

Do you have any research you can share on the costs, savings, and environmental or social
benefits or impacts of food services eliminating SUI’s by switching to reusables?
o What about with switching to fibre-based (non-plastic) SUI’s?
o What about hybrid models that combine both reusables and fibre-based SUI’s?
What are the biggest challenges facing food service providers when eliminating SUI’s?
What are the benefits to food service providers in eliminating SUI’s?
Do you have any information on user behavior or reactions to eliminating SUI’s, and its
impacts?
How could container-share and mug-share programs play a role in the elimination of SUIs?
o When and where are they best used, and should they be used in combination with fibrebased SUI’s?
Do you have any advice or resources you would like to share with BCIT in regards to reducing
or eliminating SUI’s?
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Appendix C: Survey Questions
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●

●

How often do you eat at BCIT food service locations?
o Daily, 2-3x/week, once/week, once/two weeks, once/month, never
How often do you stay to eat at the cafeteria/coffee shop?
o All of the time, most of the time, sometimes, rarely, never
Would you agree or disagree with BCIT changing to reusable dishware?
o Strongly agree, agree, indifferent, disagree, strongly disagree
Would you be willing to use a reusable plate and cutlery at the cafeteria?
o Yes/No
Would you be willing to use a container share program where you had to bring the container
back to the cafeteria?
o Yes/No
Or a mug share program where you have to bring it back to the cafe?
o Yes/No
Or would you prefer a compostable container that you could dispose of at any zero-waste
station?
○ yes/no
Would a discount motivate you to use a reusable container or mug instead of a single-use item?
o yes/no
Would a fee on a single-use item motivate you to use a reusable container or mug instead?
o yes/no
Have you heard that BCIT is introducing a 15c fee for single-use cutlery starting on March 16?
o yes/no
Would you be willing to make a one-time refundable $5 deposit to join a reusable container
share program (or $2 for mug share)?
o yes/no
Do you think other students/staff/patrons would participate?
o yes/no
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Appendix D: Other Post-Secondary Reusable Programs (From SFU Report)
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Source:
Jancso, A., Han, C., Studnička, J., Wahlmeier, M., & Mertens, N. (n.d.). Analysis and recommendations
for reusable to-go containers: Created for SFU sustainability office.
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Appendix E: GET Eco-Takeouts Containers110

110

https://get-melamine.com/collection/eco-takeouts
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Appendix F: Survey Data
The full spreadsheet of Survey Data is available here:
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Appendix G: Unlined fibre-based clamshell options111

111

https://www.greenmunch.ca/compostable-sugarcane-clamshell-9-x-6-case-of-200/
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Appendix H: Fold-Pak take-away container112

112

https://www.goodstartpackaging.com/fold-pak-bioplus-terra-ii-food-container-01bptraiim/
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Appendix I: Detailed Inputs to Cost-Benefit Analysis
The Cost Benefit Analysis Worksheet is available at:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EA1zEiUqW6NIq0MCc58GWCp50yrhDRxD-2RO5Iqbq8/edit?usp=sharing

Analysis Inputs

Cost-Benefit Analysis
Cost Inflation Rate (%)

1.00%

Discount Rate (%)

3.00%
Quantity Estimates, Fees and Discounts

Patrons per Day:

1500

Initial Stocking Factor (plates/bowls)

3

plates/bowls per patron/day

Initial Stocking Factor (cutlery)

9

cutlery per patron/day

Initial Stocking Factor (reusable
containers)

1

containers per patron/day

Annual reusable dishware
leakage/breakage rate:

10%

Annual reusable container
leakage/breakage rate:

40%

Percent of year at full capacity:

85%

Unit Cost Scenario (see Unit Costs
sheet):

how many full service
days/year
option for other cost scenarios
(see Unit Costs sheet)

BCIT Reusables Estimate

New Annual Operating Revenue
(SUI charges):
SUI Plastic Containers

$ - .00

SUI Plastic Cutlery

$ - .00

SUI Fibre Containers

$ 0.25 key input

SUI Fibre Cutlery

$ 0.15 key input

Price Increase on All Meals

$ - .00 key input

Reusable Containers (Discount)

enter a negative number for a
$ - .00 discount
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Unit Costs
Scenario

BCIT Reusables Estimate

Initial Capital Costs:

($/unit)

Reusable Plates, bowls ($/unit)

$ 4.00

Reusable Cutlery ($/unit)

$ 0.50

Reusable Containers ($/unit)

$ 6.50

Annual Operating Costs:

($/unit)

SUI Plastic Containers

$ 0.05

SUI Plastic Cutlery

$ 0.07

SUI Fibre Containers

$ 0.25

SUI Fibre Cutlery

$ 0.05
key input (includes labour,
$ 0.25 chemicals, etc.)

Collecting/washing plates, bowls
Collecting/washing cutlery

If zero, assume lumped-in with
$ - .00 plates/bowls

Collecting/washing containers

If zero, assume lumped-in with
$ - .00 plates/bowls

Annual Replacement Costs:

($/unit)

Replacement plates, bowls

$ 4.00

Replacement cutlery

$ 0.50

Replacement containers

$ 6.50
Daily Unit Factors

Base Factors (these are multiplied by the patrons/day to determine how many of each item are used per
day)
Plates/bowls/containers

1 /patron/day
1.5 /patron/day

Cutlery

Reusable Factors (these are multiplied by the Base Factors to determine the split between reusables and
SUI's)
plates/bowls

0.5 /patron/day
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cutlery

0.5 /patron/day

reusable containers

0.1 /patron/day

Analysis Results
Costs / Revenues by Option (see Quantity Estimates sheet for calculation)
Baseline
Option 1) All
(All Plastic Fibre-based
SUI's)
SUI's

Option 2) Reusable
Dishware + Fibrebased SUI's

Option 3) Reusable Dishware
+ Reusable Containers +
Fibre-based SUI's

TOTAL INITIAL
CAPITAL COSTS

$-

$-

$ 24,750

$ 34,500

TOTAL ANNUAL
OPERATING & REPL.
COSTS

$ 72,133

$ 151,247

$ 136,270

$ 134,353

TOTAL ANNUAL NEW
REVENUE

$-

$-

$ 110,527

$ 104,709

Annual Net Operating
Costs (savings)

$ 72,133

$ 151,247

$ 25,744

$ 29,644

$ (79,114)

$ 46,389

$ 42,489

$ (711,383)

$ 417,129

$ 382,060

$ (711,383)

$ 392,379

$ 347,560

Annual SUI Reduction
(containers)

232,688

255,956

Annual SUI Reduction
(cutlery)

349,031

349,031

TOTAL SUI Reduction

581,719

604,988

Annual Operating
Savings (costs) vs.
Baseline
10yr Present Value of
Savings (costs)
*assuming 10yr lifetime
10yr Net Present Value
of Option
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Appendix J: Additional Deliverable – Key Findings Report
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